Agent-based simulations, though powerful in terms of predictive capabilities, are often limited in simulation size by the CPU (Central Processing Unit) power and memory availability. This can be addressed by utilising distributed computing, distributing work and memory across several CPUs, commonly referred to as cores. This creates an entirely new problem, how to efficiently access data from agents or functions operating on other nodes. There are several different ways to approach this issue and to optimise this process to achieve maximum 'speed up' of the simulation. FLAME (Flexible Large-scale Agent-based Modelling Environment) is a generalised agent-based modelling platform. In FLAME, the user defines agents, their respective memory variables, their respective functions to carry out and data access requirements for those functions, from other functions. This is achieved in a basic form using XMML (X-Machine Markup Language). The functions themselves are then coded in a separate function file or files coded in C. FLAME utilises these two user-generated codes to construct an iterative-based executable model in either serial (non-distributed computing) or parallel (distributed computing). In parallel, FLAME uses a scheduler that prioritises work that will generate communications between cores. Whilst the messages are sent in the background, it will then perform all possible work not dependent on those communications, in order to reduce overhead times associated with parallelisation (as demonstrated in Supplementary Figure 1) . FLAME's approach to parallelisation of agent-based simulations is outlined, in more detail, in the technical report by Chin and colleagues 1 . The use of distinct functions in FLAME also allows the capability to easily add and remove functions to a simulation, whilst still providing the inherent parallelisation optimisation described. This enables the user to systematically include and exclude certain functions and agents, thus giving profound flexibility in simulation to best answer the research question. This is illustrated for the model described in Supplementary Figure 2 , where optional functions can be included on top of the basic core model functions.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Dependency Graph and FLAME Scheduler for a Simple Receptor Binding Model.
In the dependency graph (left), 3 functions are displayed, the function 'Ligand: Bind Receptor' is dependent on the carrying out of the preceding function 'Ligand: Move' and also the message 'Receptor Location.' The message is generally limiting to the speed of the process, therefore the scheduler (right) prioritises the function that generates the message, 'Receptor: Location.' Whilst the message is transferring in the background, the scheduler will perform the function 'Ligand: Move' as it is not dependent on the message. This reduces the lag time that the message-dependent function 'Ligand: Bind Receptor' must wait to receive the message before it can use it to perform useful work. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: FLAME State and Process Order Graphs of the Core Model. The state graph (A)
demonstrates the dependency of functions on both previous functions and messages for parallelisation of the core model. The process order graph (B) shows the order in which FLAME prioritises the functions to reduce the lag from using the message passing interface.
Supplementary Figure 4:
The Relationship between Haematocrit and Viscosity. The viscosity used in our models is given by a relationship between haematocrit and viscosity. Capillary and whole blood haematocrits are indicated. 
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